Detailed Eye Region Capture and Animation
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Figure 1: Summary of our approach for capturing and animating detailed eye regions: (a) eye capture, (b) mesh reconstruction, (c) mesh registration and (d) multi-linear interpolation. Through this pipeline, we are able to produce detailed eye region animation by accurately reproducing specific details such as (e, f) eye inner corner tissues and g) bulging effect caused by eyeball orientation.

ABSTRACT

We propose a data-driven approach for capturing and modeling the correlation between gaze direction, eyelids aperture and eyelids shape. Subtle features such as inner eye corner stretching, local skin bulging and closed eyelid deformations are incorporated in a personalized trilinear animation rig. This work has led to a publication [5].
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1 MOTIVATION

Human face modeling has received a great amount of attention from the research community [4]. Among the human face features, eyes stand out by being the most salient and descriptive region while being crucial to convey emotions, mental state or non-verbal communication [1]. The need of faithful reconstruction of the eye region is therefore a key challenge of human face animation. Here, we focus on the detailed capture, reconstruction and animation of the eye region using a data-driven approach. We refer to eye region as the soft tissues surrounding the eyeball, but not the eyeball itself. Our goal is to capture how these tissues behave when the gaze direction and the eye aperture vary.

Figure 2: The eye pose space is discretized in 36 poses, as the cartesian product of 3 levels for horizontal gaze angle (“right”, “center” and “left”), 3 levels for vertical gaze angle (“down”, “center” and “up”) and 4 levels for eye aperture (“wide open”, “open”, “half-closed” and “closed”). The red spheres represent the data nodes used for the interpolation process of the animation.

Related work includes extremely accurate eyeball [2] and eyelid reconstruction [3] as well as real-time eyelid tracking [9]. Gaze-eyelid correlation have been explored by Neog et al. [7] but only for eyelid aperture variations, and the gaze-eyelid interaction was not modeled in depth. Wood et al. [10] built a 3DMM of the eye region featuring a generic rotation-based eyelid rigging. However, they do
not simulate different eyelid aperture and the eyelid rigging is not extracted from data. More recently, Li et al. [6] proposed a dedicated neural radiance field eye capture method. While displaying great regazing results, their solution is not suited for eyelid aperture variation simulation. In summary, no previous work addressed the animation of the eye region from high quality data that correlates gaze direction and eye aperture.

In this paper, we propose to address these limitations by introducing a data-driven approach for capturing and animating detailed eye regions. Our contributions are the following:

- A detailed protocol for capturing the eye region and the correlation between eyelids shape, gaze direction and eye aperture.
- An anatomically coherent multilinear animation model of the eye region.

## 2 APPROACH

### Data Acquisition

First, we define the eye pose space which corresponds to the eye poses achievable with all the activation combinations of the muscles that orient the eyeball and the muscle that opens the eyelid. We discretize the eye pose space in 36 poses (see Figure 2) that participants performed by looking at 9 physical targets in a capture setup with 12 cameras. Scans are obtained by photogrammetry with Agisoft Metashape 1.

### Registration

To achieve dense correspondence across all the scans, we employ non rigid registration [8] with a template mesh. For visualization purposes, we also fit an eyeball to the registered template using sphere fitting, pupil detection and Iterative Closest Point algorithm. This fitting procedure is performed under the constraint that the eyeball has the same radius for each pose.

### Results

The registered 36 poses are blended in a trilinear interpolation scheme. This allows for exploring the eye pose space in a robust and safe manner. For example, Figure 3 shows that unlike blendshapes (a), our approach successfully simulates both a downward gaze direction an a closed eye. Moreover, subtle details arising with some combinations of gaze directions and eyelid apertures can be synthesized.

![Figure 3: Interpolated pose with both downward gaze and closed eye: (a) blendshapes-driven equivalent of our method, (b) our trilinear interpolation.](image)

The eye inner corner tissues tend to stretch considerably with outward gaze directions as depicted in Figure 1 (e, f). As the eyeball pushes the flesh and lymph under the skin, unexpected bulges may appear (g) which is also exemplified in Figure 4 (a, b). Additionally,

![Figure 4: (a, b) Skin bulge appearing with an upward gaze. (c, d) Eyelid deformation with closed eye and a varying gaze direction.](image)

our method is able to recreate the eyelid bumps that occur when the eye is closed and the globe orientation changes (c, d).

## 3 CONCLUSION

We proposed an original data-driven approach for capturing and modeling the subtle deformations of the eye region that come with gaze and eyelid aperture variations. Thanks to our novel capture protocol, we densely capture the eye pose space of a given participant. The 36 resulting poses are mixed in a trilinear interpolation rig that allows for animating the eye region while considering the unique effects that gaze and eyelid aperture have on the surrounding skin. Thanks to the level of detail captured through our setup, our approach paves the way for personalized human eye region modeling and animation.
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